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Update on India OAUG 

India OAUG is independent OAUG affiliated user group that bring together Oracle applications 

users within India. India OAUG creates opportunities for members to discuss applications and 

share knowledge.  

Some of the benefits of membership and participation in India OAUG include: 

 Communication with India OAUG members to learn tips, techniques for installation, 

integration, utilization and maintenance of Oracle Applications 

 Knowledge of best practices from other customer who are using Oracle Applications 

 Local meetings, webinars featuring Oracle Development Team and other experts 

 Interaction with Oracle Development Team and other Oracle Management Team 

 

India OAUG is now on LinkedIn. 

 

You can join this group that has recently formed on LinkedIn. That's right! We are now on 

LinkedIn for your convenience of keeping in touch with others that share the same interest that 

you do in being current on the activities around the topic of Oracle Applications. A link to the 

site has been added below for your convenience.  Join the group in LinkedIn and participate in 

discussions.. Please click on the below link to join India OUG on LinkedIn - 

http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4795024  

 

Special Interest Groups (SIG) 

 

Special interest Groups are user groups that bring together members that share common 

interest, knowledge with specific Application Products. India. SIGs may also bring together that 

represent specific industry. 

 

India OAUG has launched Projects SIG to bring users of Oracle Projects and Oracle Property 

Manager under one roof to share knowledge, interact with specific Oracle Product Development 

Team. 

 

Even Projects SIG of India OAUG is also available on LinkedIn. Join the SIG in LinkedIn and 

participate in discussions.. Please click on the below link to join India OUG on LinkedIn - 

http://www.linkedin.com/groups?home=&gid=4803041 

 

Chitti Babu, Chairperson, India OAUG                             Manish Shheth, Project SIG Coordinator 

 

http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4795024
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?home=&gid=4803041
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Overview 

Endeca is more general purpose BI tool to search and explore large data sets. Endeca has two 

main components:  Endeca Studio used for creating applications and dashboards based on the 

open-source Life ray Portal Enterprise Edition and Endeca Data Integrator based on open-source 

ETL tool Clover ETL. 

 

In addition to this,  Endeca has got powerful MDEX engine  which is rapid-development query 

engine that allows “faceted searches and navigation” across lots of different varieties of data 

(unstructured) which provides end users the ability to drill down to record sets using applications 

built using Endeca Studio. 

 

Oracle databases are designed to store lot of detail level data in the most space –efficient way and 

fast retrieval times for rows of data (typically transactions). MDEX is hybrid search/analytical 

database designed for analysis of diverse and fast-changing data. MDEX is designed provide as 

much query data as possible from the cache, but with limitations in RAM size even on large 

servers. Once the data is loaded to MDEX, the data and metadata are accessed via web service 

calls typically from Endeca Studio components. 

 

 
 

MDEX provides sets of records to calling Endeca Studio Application, which can contain 

dimensional structures based on the hierarchies contained with each record. This model is not a 

formal dimensional model like Essbase and Oracle BI Server.This allows the user to explore and 

drill into the dataset using Endeca’s “faceted “ search  and navigation or adhoc search based 

filtering. 

 

The Endeca paradigm is really to help you make your way through a structured database, where 

different portions of the database have different structures. Thus, at various points in your 

journey, it automatically provides you a list of choices as to where you could go next. 

MDEX datasets are typically sub-terabyte, with the main limitation being on how much RAM cache 

can be provided. 

 

Inside the MDEX Engine there is no overarching schema; each data record carries its own 

metadata. This enables the rapid combination of a wide range of structured and unstructured 

content into Latitude’s unified data model. Once inside, the MDEX Engine derives common 

dimensions and metrics from the available metadata, instantly exposing each for high-

performance refinement and analysis in the Discovery Framework. Have a new data source? Simply 

add it and the MDEX Engine will create new relationships where possible. Changes in source data 

schema? No problem, adjustments on the fly are easy. Endeca technology adds support for 

unstructured data that complements Oracle Database Technology of supporting structured data. 

 

We all know that building BI system development consume considerable amount of time in the 

beginning and at the end. Most of the time is consumed in (Data modeling) building dimensions, 

aggregation rules and BI Strategies. Once this is accomplished rest of the activity is completely 

building reports, dashboards and analyses.  Endeca technology (Latitude) the data modeling and  

dashboard building are quite simple. 
 

 

Endeca Studio 
Endeca Web 

Service 
MDEX Engine 
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Process of building a project in Endeca technology is given below: 

 

1. Endeca Latitude (Integrator, Studio Components) is used to load data into the MDEX engine. 

2. Web service configuration is used to  configure MDEX record schema  

3. Studio is used to build application and dashboards 

Administration web service is used to administer and configure backups 

 

Endeca latitude is also Endeca Information Discovery and is available at http://edelivery.oracle.com 

 

There is quick start demo which is bundled in the software and is also available in you tube. 

 

In the next issue, more on Endeca Information Discovery development will be consolidated with the 

available videos from you tube. 

 

About the Author: Chitti has 30 years of experience and was involved in various 

implementations of Oracle EBS and upgrades. Chitti is working with Oracle EBS since R 9.4 and is 

holding chairperson for India Oracle Applications Users Group. Chitti also plays role of advisory role 

for Oracle EBS Applications. Chitti was involved in various minor and major upgrades.  Chitti can be 

reached at chitti_babu_a@yahoo.com 

 

 

 DISCLAIMER: The information in this article is the opinion of the author, not of Oracle Corpor

ation. Any content, materials, information or software downloaded or otherwise obtained through th

e use of the site is done at your own discretion and risk.  Oracle shall have no responsibility for any 

damage to your computer system or loss of data that results from the download of any content, mat

erials, information or software.  
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Oracle Fusion Applications were designed, from the ground, up using the latest technology 

advances and incorporating the best practices gathered from Oracle's thousands of customers. 

They are 100 percent open-standards-based business applications that set a new standard for 

the way we innovate, work, and adopt technology. 

 

With the announcement of Oracle Fusions Applications availability, APPS GITA (Chitti) has 

interviewed with Hirak Kayal, Vice President Application Product Management, Oracle India 

regarding some insight to Oracle Fusion Applications.  

 

Hirak heads Fusion Applications Product Management at Oracle, India.  

 

Hirak also has presented a webinar to India OAUG community during December 2012. 

 

Chitti: Please provide brief overview of Oracle Fusion Applications (Brief about technical 

architecture also) 

Hirak: Oracle Fusion Application is a complete suite of our next generation applications. It’s 

built completely ground up on Industry standards like Java, J2EE and delivers best of breed 

processes along with Embedded Analytics, Mobile functionalities and embedded social media 

functionalities. Fusion Applications is a comprehensive solution covering complete HCM, Benefit 

and Payroll, CRM Sales, CRM Service, Financial Management, Procurement and Accounting Hub, 

Cost Management and Inventory, Project Portfolio Management and Costing, Procurement with 

embedded Transaction Intelligence. There are new modules in Fusion Applications like Fusion 

Distributed Order Orchestration, quite a significant supply chain orchestration and fulfillment 

solution. Fusion Applications is built on Oracle Fusion Middleware as its middle tier and 

leverages the power of service oriented architecture and access security from Oracle Identity 

management. Fusion Applications provides the flexibility of deployment in both Oracle Public 

Cloud and On-premise model. It’s a single code base which can be deployed in either 

deployment option. Customers running existing Oracle Applications may chose to adopt 

incremental functionalities through add on Fusion Application modules in a co-existence mode 

as well. Fusion Application extends mobile capabilities through smart-phones and tablets as 

well.  Embedded analytics of Fusion Applications are extended to Mobile devices as well. User 

Experience has been given much importance while designing Oracle Fusion Applications. For 

example, Oracle Fusion Applications leverage years of in-depth, customer-driven research and 

design to create a next-generation user experience. User-experience in Oracle Fusion 

Applications is designed to leverage the power of Oracle Fusion Middleware, Business 

Intelligence and embedded social collaboration. With Oracle Fusion Applications, organizations 

will move beyond simply completing transactions to gaining real business insight. The Oracle 

Fusion Applications user experience puts users at the center. The user will discover what needs 

to be known, what needs to be done, who should be known and how it needs to be done. The 

result: a dramatic improvement in end-user productivity. This consistency of user experience is 

extended to mobile capabilities as well. 

 

Chitti: What will be the future releases of Oracle EBS? 

Hirak: Oracle e Business Suite has a detailed development roadmap for next several years. Since 

the release of Release 12 in 2007, we have released several 12.1.x releases till date. We have 

recently released EBS extensions Endeca which provides significant capabilities on Information 

Discovery. It changes the way you look at solution options for your business challenges at hand. 

The next significant release is also planned in this year. In subsequent releases apart from 

various product enhancements, you will see more and more Industry capabilities, mobile 

capabilities and cloud integrations. 
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Chitti: Do you suggest customers need to be on Oracle EBS 12.1.x in order to move to Fusion 

Applications in future? 

Hirak: We expect our customers to be on the latest release which will facilitate them to adopt 

Fusion Applications in a co-existence mode or migrate if they are willing to do so. We 

recommend course of action for our customers which fully leverages their existing investments 

in Oracle Applications. Customers may look for additional modules from Fusion Applications 

which will provide them significant business process improvement and can co-exist with their 

existing Oracle Applications. We recommend customers to be on the latest or latest minus 

release at a given point in time. 

 

Chitti: Please elaborate Fusion Applications readiness on India Localizations. 

Hirak: We have been working on India localizations for Fusion Applications for a while. India 

localization for Fusion HCM is ready and generally available. India Localization for Payroll is 

going to be released soon. India Localization for Fusion Financials is under development and we 

will announce when it’s going be released. 

 

Chitti: Please let us know whether Oracle Fusion Applications Financials have all features of 

Oracle EBS Financials? 

Hirak: Both the products are equally comprehensive and meet customer requirements. EBS 

Financials has been there for quite some time and meeting many customer requirements. 

 

Chitti: Oracle Fusion applications require more powerful hardware in terms of Physical memory. 

Is it true? 

Hirak: Oracle Fusion Applications truly leverage its underlying technology layers to extend 

business and user friendly solutions. Real time embedded analytics provides actionable insights 

on what needs to be done while doing the transactions in the application, provides predictive 

analytics on a set of current actions and also provides capabilities for What-If analytics to fine 

tune your business decision. These functionalities require power of hardware and memory and 

justifiable from the business value they provide. Most of our customers are adopting Fusion on 

Oracle Public Cloud which leverages powerful Oracle hardware infrastructure as well. 

 

Chitti: As of now Oracle Fusion Applications is ready with Financials, Supply Chain, HCM and 

Projects. What are the plans of Manufacturing in Fusion Applications? 

Hirak: We will announce our plans on Manufacturing and supply chain planning. 

 

Chitti: Having known the fact that Oracle EBS Financials (12.1.x) is more stable with all necessary 

functionalities; can Fusion Applications be recommended to net new customer? 

Hirak: There are several net new Fusion Financials customers across the world. It all depends 

which solution provides the best value to our customers. We recommend accordingly. 

 

Chitti: In order to have embedded analytics in Fusion Applications, can we propose Hybrid 

architecture. I mean Oracle EBS Financials with Oracle Fusion Financials (with SLA and Ledger). 

This way customer may ger embedded analytics around GL. Is this approach recommended and 

supported? 

Hirak: There are customers who have adopted Fusion Financials Accounting Hub as sub-ledger 

on top of Oracle EBS and getting value out of it. As I said earlier, we need to look at the solution 

that provides best value to our customers and then recommend a right Oracle product. 

 

Chitti: If Oracle Fusion Applications Financials is ready in all functionalities, please let us know 

available upgrade path. Is it from 12.1.x to Fusion applications or from 11.5.10.2 also? 

Hirak: There are upgrade tools being developed for migration from Oracle EBS, PeopleSoft and 

Siebel applications. Our recommended migration path from Oracle EBS to Fusion will be through 

a EBS R12.x release. 
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Chitti: Are there any tools in converting existing customizations of Oracle EBS to Fusion 

Applications? 

Hirak: Depends on the nature and type of customizations. No generic tool can be 

recommended. 

 

Chitti: If there are no tools, then redoing of existing customizations of Oracle EBS in Fusion 

Applications is an additional burden to Customers. How do you justify? 

Hirak: First of all, any such upgrade provides a great opportunity to rationalize your 

customizations. Even if you want to upgrade to a later release of Oracle EBS you need to work on 

your customizations. Each time you upgrade you need to test your customization least of all. 

True for any applications. Once you are in Fusion Applications and you have built your extension 

using Oracle Extensibility Framework, your work is protected through cycles of upgrade. 

 

Chitti: We understand Oracle EBS 12.2 is coming with minimum/no downtime feature. Please let 

us know whether such features are available with Fusion Applications? 

Hirak: Oracle Fusion Applications is a complete change in technology landscape and hence we 

should not be comparing with other Oracle Applications. We should be evaluating right product 

fitment from business requirement perspective. As mentioned earlier, Fusion Applications are 

mostly adopted on Oracle Public Cloud where upgrades are taken care of by Oracle. 

 

Chitti: Last but not least, any suggestion/recommendation to existing customers of India OAUG 

Hirak: Yes, first of all we are not forcing our customers to migrate to Fusion Applications 

 

 We have detailed development roadmap and commitment to invest in our existing 

Application Unlimited products enhancements for next several years.  

 We are continuing with our lifetime support policies for Applications unlimited 

 Customers who see real value in add on Fusion functionalities may decide to 

incrementally adopt Fusion Application modules co-existing with their existing Oracle 

Applications.  

 For last couple of years, a few disruptive technology trends have forced some of our 

customers to adopt latest technology solutions to get significant competitive advantage. 

Social Collaboration, Mobile Applications and analytics have changed the way we get our 

work done today. Adopting these capabilities faster and cheaper has been the key for 

growth of Cloud solutions. Oracle Fusion Applications is the core component for our 

cloud solutions. 

 

AppsGITA sincerely thanks Hirak, Vice President Applications Product Management for having 

these questions answered. AppsGITA, in the interest of Applications Users, some questions on EBS 

were posed for which Hirak has given more insight into those and provided some thought process 
and roadmap to Oracle EBS and Fusion Applications. 
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Overview of Form 

Personalization & how it works  
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Overview of Form Personalization & how it works 

Personalization – alter behavior or appearance using tools provided by Oracle: 

 Personalization Tools 

 Professional forms 10g personalization 

 CUSTOM.pll 

It requires super user with some SQL skills. Survive patching and upgrades. Most changes 

traditionally done using CUSTOM.pll can be accomplished using Forms Personalization 

Effective immediately – no coding, no compiling 

 

 Forms personalization and CUSTOM.pll can both be utilized 

 Forms personalization fire prior to CUSTOM.pll for the same event 

Overview 

 

 Forms Personalization – How can it help you? 

 Speed up data entry and processing 

 Hide fields, tabs 

 Change order of fields 

 Set default values 

 Call other forms or web address from tool bar 

 Execute processes from tool bar 

 Improve security and audit controls 

 Make fields required 

 Restrict insert or update 

 Adapt to your business rules/self training 

 Change prompts and labels 

 Alter List of Values (LOVs) 

Executive Overview  

  

This document discusses about some small personalization’s I have experimented with 

that I think can be used extensively anywhere in any module. Personalization is the tool 

provided by Oracle using which some small modifications as per requirements of the 

users can be made easily. Such small changes can be done without even opening the 

code of the form and without any customization of any kind.   

  

Introduction  

  

Personalization gives an interface to the custom.pll files, which is a library file for forms. 

Using personalization a lot of things can be achieved like removing unnecessary fields 

from forms, keeping some fields only for visual inspection, modifying some fields based 

on the data already entered in some other fields.   

  

It is a very powerful tool which can used anywhere in the application where the forms are 

used. I find it needs to apply with due care and diligence and should be applied in live 

instances only after thorough testing.   
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Scope  

 The scope of this document is limited to understanding the basics of personalization. 

This document does not purport to be an advanced guide for personalization.   

  

I am sure all the users of Oracle Applications across the globe have similar or same 

requirements. Since the concept is specific to forms in generally, I think it can be applied 

across any modules in Oracle Applications. 

 

Business Cases  

  

I am not an expert in technical things, nor do I belong to technical background.   

 

One of my recent projects required me to do some magic tricks like:  

• Removing some fields from forms  

• Disabling some specific fields on forms for update but should be visible at the 

same time  

• Updating or showing some fields based on value in a specific field on the form  

 I learned to use personalization for this and found it to be very useful. Thought of 

sharing with people all over so that they get to know about the basics of personalization 

and use some of the things mentioned here as it is.   

 

1] Defaulting check boxes as checked instead of unchecked  

 

Scenario: India Localization Vendor Sites form, there is a check box called ‘Create 

Pre‐Approved TDS Invoice and Credit Memo’. By default this check box is unchecked. 

Steps to personalize the same such   that the check box is checked by default. 

 

 

 

Effect of the change: The check box the form can be defaulted automatically, so that user 

does not get an opportunity to forget to check the same.   
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2] Removing Unnecessary Fields form Forms 

This field is not enabled by default, using personalization I can default it (check this box).  

Scenario: Want to remove language field from Supplier Sites form in AP 

 

 

 

 

Effect: This is just an illustration, a lot of irrelevant fields can be removed like this and 
make the form look less cluttered. 
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There is a field called Language, which is no longer appearing there. 

 

3] Based on the value of one field, controlling input on some other fields 

 

Scenario: I want to make sure Selected Fields should not be allowed to be changed once 

an invoice is validated. So if the invoice status is validated then fields like Site, GL Date 

and Invoice Date should not be allowed to be changed. There is a maker‐checker 

requirement. 
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Effect: When the invoice is validated the selected fields i.e. GL Date, Invoice Date and Site  

are note allowed to be changed. They are now ‘Grayed out’.  

 

Doing this at the responsibility level can help us better control on data entry. Ensure that  

changes are not made once the invoice has been validated by senior.   
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4] Defaulting values in the fields when a form is opened for data entry:  

  

Scenario: GL Account should default on Expense Reports form in AP.  

 

 
 

 
 

Effect: When the expenses reports form is opened, the code combination defaults on the 

 form.  
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5] Graying out fields on forms which are updated by Oracle but users can modify   

  

Scenario: Want to disable the status field on Payment Batches form. This field is available 

for data entry but this is updated by Oracle so it is not required to be available for the  

users to enter / modify this. They just need to see it.  

 

 

 

 

 

Effect: The field of status is available for update for users initially as shown in screenshot 

below.  
 

 
  

But when the user clicks on the field, the field automatically grays out due to  

personalization.  
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6] Default a field on the form   

 

Scenario: The Bank Name needs to default on the Payment Batch form since there is only 

one bank in use. This will reduce the data entry.  
 

  
 

 
  

Effect: When the form is opened the Bank Account is defaulted there:  
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7] Based on what is entered in one field some other field gets updated on the form  

 

Scenario: Based on what is entered in the Supplier Pay Group the payment document type

 changes. This improves accuracy in data entry and expedites the input process.  
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Effect: Enter the paygroup as MCKS, tab out and come to the document field, document  

field gets populated automatically.  This increases accuracy. As you know from earlier  

part of this document that this field can be then be grayed out.  

  

 
 

Forms Personalization – Tips  

 Exit and re-open the form to see personalization changes  

 Use debug messages before and after events  

 Apply Now button -see the results  

 Does not always work if dependent on the results of another action  

 Turn custom code off -Help Diagnostics Custom CodeOff  

 After upgrades, go to the personalization for each form and choose 

ToolsValidate All  

 Tools Administration will show personalized forms  

 Press the Find button with the Form Name blank  

 

Tables 
 FND_FORM_CUSTOM_RULES 

 Data from header and condition 

 FND_FORM_CUSTOM_SCOPES 

 Data from context area 

 FND_FORM_CUSTOM_ACTIONS 

 Data from actions tab 

 Create your own custom reports to document 

 

Personalization Summary 
 Personalization reduce customizations 

 Personalization are easy to implement 

 Personalization can save you money 

 Less customizations result in lower maintenance cost and lower 

patching/upgrade costs 

 Increase compliance reducing audit cost 

 Speed up data entry 

 Decrease error rates 

 Reduce training costs 

 Make users self sufficient 
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References 
 Oracle Application Framework Personalization Guide 

 Oracle Applications User Interface Standards for Forms- Based Products 

 Oracle Applications Developer’s Guide 

 Oracle Applications System Administrator’s Guide 

 Oracle Applications User Guide  

 My Oracle Support ID: 279034.1 – Forms 

 

About the Author: Manish is AVP (IT) at Hubtown (Formerly known as Akruti) with many years of 

experience. Has involved in the design and development of such extensions in Property Manager 

to suit Business as well as Statutory requirements. Manish is also co-editor of this magazine. 

 

 DISCLAIMER:The information in this article is the opinion of the author, not of Oracle Corporation.

 Any content, materials, information or software downloaded or otherwise obtained through the u

se of the site is done at your own discretion and risk.  Oracle shall have no responsibility for any d

amage to your computer system or loss of data that results from the download of any content, ma

terials, information or software.  
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Sub Ledger Accounting – A brief Overview 
 

Oracle has introduced Sub Ledger Accounting in Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 to facilitate 

transactions in various accounting methods. SLA is service and not a module like General Ledger, 

Payables etc. SLA acts intermediate process that interfaces to General Ledger from Sub ledgers 

such as Payables, Receivables etc. 

 

Typical 11i Architecture of Sub ledgers to General Ledger 

 

 

 

R12 Architecture 

 

 

Unlike in 11i, R12 naming convention has been changed in some of the key areas. For example 

Set of Books in 11i is renamed as Ledger and corresponding changes have been made to 

underlying tables of Oracle EBS. 

 

Sub ledger Accounting has its own tables and entire accounting process is being performed in 

SLA. In 11i, accounting entries are used to pass to General ledger whatever account derivation 

used by Sub ledgers. Whereas in R12, accounting entries generated by Sub ledgers are altered, 

based on the rules defined, before transfer to general ledger. This means SLA provides the 

flexibility of ledger reporting based on standards even after transactions are completed in Sub 

ledgers. What a flexibility offered by Sub ledger Accounting (SLA) 

 

The most important feature of SLA is the ability to create journals that contain different 

accounting entries for credit/debit entries of the transactions. To have this kind of functionality 

and to support various accounting standards SLA has been designed and introduced in R12. 

 

The terminology used in SLA from the accountants view is provided as: If the transaction has to be 

recorded in ledger, then corresponding terminology in SLA is events, event classes, and event 

types. A business transaction is an event. An event having accounting impact is an accounting 

event such as receivable, payable etc..  Events are further classified into event classes to provide 

accounting decisions such as invoice, payments etc. Event classes are further classified into event 
types like validation, modification, cancellation etc., 

 
Payables 

Receivables 

Project Accounting 

General Ledger 

Other modules 

 Payables 

Payables 

Payables 

Other Modules 

SLA 

General Ledger 
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Event Classes 

 

 

Account Derivation Rule: (ADR) 

ADR is used to derive accounting flex field for Sub ledger journal entries. ADR also provides 

application of conditions under which the rule has to be applied. 
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Journal Line Type: (JLT) 

JLT is used to define journal line, that is which account has to be debited and which account has 

to be credited. JLT is defined with respect to specific event class. 

 

 
 

 Journal Entry Descriptions: (JED) 

JED is used to define the elements of description that appear on the Subledger journal header and 

line. Journal Entry Descriptions can be built from any available source. 

 

 
 

 Supporting Reference: 

Supporting references can be used to define additional business information or to define 

matching/reconciliation references. 
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Journal Line Definition: (JLD) 

All the above elements are associated together in Journal Line Definition. 
 

 
 

Application Accounting Definition: (AAD) 

JLD are defined for particular event class. An event may consist of number of event classes and 

event types for which JLDs are defined. All the JLDs defined for a specific event are associated 

together to form application accounting definition. AADs are repository of JLDs for all the event 

classes and event types associated with a specific event. 
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Subledger Accounting Method: (SLAM) 

All AADs of various accounting events are put together to form SLAM.  That means SLAM consists 

of AADs for Receivables, Payables etc. 
 

 
 

Ledger: 

SLAM is associated with a ledger to determine how the journal entries have to happen for that 

ledger. 
 

 
 

The above terminology and definitions must have provided some information about SLA in R12. 

Based on the above  a single transactions can be reported in different ledgers with different 

accounting methods. A great flexibility offered by SLA. 
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Journal Line Type: (JLT)  

 

 

 
 

Oracle provided seeded components for each level of SLA hierarchy to meet the standard 

requirement. Once cannot modify the seeded components but can be copied with custom name 

and the same can be modified to suite business requirements. Once will have flexibility in using 

the seeded components with user defined components. 

 

Definitions can be exported and imported to enable testing before migration to Production 

environment. 

 

…. To be continued in next release of AppsGITA. 

 

About the Author: Chitti has 30 years of experience and was involved in various implementations 

of Oracle EBS and upgrades. Chitti is working with Oracle EBS since R 9.4 and is holding 

chairperson for India Oracle Applications Users Group. Chitti also plays role of advisory role for 

Oracle EBS Applications. Chitti was involved in various minor and major upgrades.  Chitti can be 

reached at chitti_babu_a@yahoo.com.  

 

 DISCLAIMER:The information in this article is the opinion of the author, not of Oracle Corporation.

 Any content, materials, information or software downloaded or otherwise obtained through the u

se of the site is done at your own discretion and risk.  Oracle shall have no responsibility for any d

amage to your computer system or loss of data that results from the download of any content, ma

terials, information or software.  
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Introduction 
This paper enumerates factors which should be taken into consideration while 

doing Indented Bill of Material in R12.  

 

These factors can be categorized broadly into two: people and technology. 

Following recommendations given in this paper should lead to better 

understanding on how we can deploy a custom process.  

Audience 

Project Manager 

Functional consultant 

Technical consultant 

Technical designer/developers 

 

Definition of Indented Bill of Materials 

A bill of materials (BOM) is a list of the raw materials, sub-assemblies, intermediate 

assemblies, sub-components, parts and the quantities of each needed to 

manufacture an end product. No physical dimension is described in a BOM 

It may be used for communication between manufacturing partners, or confined to a 

single manufacturing plant. 

A BOM can define products as they are designed (engineering bill of materials), as 

they are ordered (sales bill of materials), as they are built (manufacturing bill of 

materials), or as they are maintained (service bill of materials). The different types of 

BOMs depend on the business need and use for which they are intended. In process 

industries, the BOM is also known as the formula, recipe, or ingredients list.  

BOMs are hierarchical in nature with the top level representing the finished product 

which may be a sub-assembly or a completed item. BOMs that describe the sub-

assemblies are referred to as modular BOMs. 

A bill of materials "implosion" links component pieces to a major assembly, while a 

bill of materials "explosion" breaks apart each assembly or sub-assembly into its 

component parts. 

A BOM can be displayed in the following formats: 

 A single-level BOM that displays the assembly or sub-assembly with only one 

level of children. Thus it displays the components directly needed to make the 

assembly or sub-assembly.  

 An indented BOM that displays the highest-level item closest to the left margin 

and the components used in that item indented more to the right. 
 Modular (planning) BOM 
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A BOM can also be visually represented by a product structure tree, although they are 

rarely used in the workplace 

A BOM may be configurable, also called a super BOM, if the product is configurable, 

i.e., can be produced in a large number of variations. In this case, the BOM lists all 

possible components, only a subset of which will be used in a specific variation 

 

Sample Client Business Process:  
 

Business Requirement: Customer has multiple products (Solution footprint used by 

Customer is Oracle Process Manufacturing). Each product has multiple Ingredients.  

One ingredient can be used in multiple products. The ingredient can also be a 

product again. Process has to drill down to all the levels and consolidated picture of 

ingredients would help customer in production planning.  

 

Multi- level BOM example diagram is given below. 

 

 

 

Customer expects to get the consolidated input requirement of multiple products at a 

time, as well as product wise. Process has to drill to least level. It should provide us 

the net requirement by considering Opening Quantity, Open Requisitions, Open 

Purchase orders. (Simple planning logic) 
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Standard Oracle functionality 

 

 

 

Oracle standard functionality allows user to get the requirement per one product or 

one formula or for range of formulas.  Sample output of seeded report is given below. 
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Proposed Solution 

             

In order to fulfill the business requirement of customer to drill down trough all 

the levels of BOM, the below solution has been deployed. 

a. Components Deployed:  

1. Custom Form 

2. Custom Recursive Procedure 

3. Custom Report 

    

Form layout has shown in below figure. 

 

 

 

If user wants to drill-down through all the levels of BOM, interactive check box has to 

be checked. Select the Item from list of value.(LOV Contains Item Formula, Formula 

Version, Effective Dates, Product quantity as per formula, UOM, Formula description). 

 

 

 

User will enter the quantity to be manufactured.  

 

In WHEN-VALIDATE-RECORD trigger custom procedure is being called to insert the 

data into FM_IBOM_HDR, FM_IBOM_DTL standard tables. Before inserting the data into 

above two tables the data related to user has to be deleted. Because each time for the 

same product the user may enter different quantities. The process is given in below 

diagram. 
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A recursive procedure has been developed to address the above requirement.  

After entering all the data, if user clicks on “OK” button a custom matrix report will be 

submitted. This report will pick all the products entered by the current user.  

 

Displays the data in two dimensional formats. 

 

 

 

Assumptions: 

Items which are defined as Products should have Active Recipe Validity Rule 

Each product should have only one Preference 1 recipe. If more than one recipe is 

available with preference 1 recipe last one will be considered. 
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Usage of this customization 
User will enter all the products and quantities to be manufactured. 

When user clicks on „OK‟ Button report will be automatically submitted and data in the 

form will be cleared a matrix report will be generated by this program. 

Technology 

Following code is used in the form 

Program Logic (Code used to derive the Logic) 

PACKAGE IBMMP_INTERACTIVE IS 
  PROCEDURE DELETE_RECORDS; 
  FUNCTION INGREDIANT_FORMULA(p_itemid number,P_formula_id number) RETURN number; 
  PROCEDURE INSERT_LINES(P_FORMULAID NUMBER,P_QTY NUMBER,P_ITEMID NUMBER); 
  PROCEDURE FORMULA_DETAILS(event VARCHAR2);   
END APLIBMMP_INTERACTIVE; 
PACKAGE BODY IBMMP_INTERACTIVE IS 
PROCEDURE DELETE_RECORDS IS 
 
BEGIN 
    DELETE FROM FM_IBOM_HDR WHERE TOP_FORMULA_ID = :ITEMS.FORMULA_ID; 
    DELETE FROM FM_IBOM_DTL WHERE TOP_FORMULA_ID = :ITEMS.FORMULA_ID; 
    COMMIT;   
END DELETE_RECORDS; 
 
FUNCTION INGREDIANT_FORMULA(P_ITEMID NUMBER,P_FORMULA_ID NUMBER) RETURN NUMBER IS 
V_INGFOR NUMBER; 
V_DATE    DATE; 
BEGIN 
   
SELECT  FFM.FORMULA_ID,FFM.LAST_UPDATE_DATE 
    INTO    V_INGFOR,V_DATE 
    FROM  
            FM_FORM_MST FFM, 
            FM_MATL_DTL FMD, 
            GMD_RECIPES GR 
     WHERE FMD.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID    = P_ITEMID 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_ID     != P_FORMULA_ID  
            AND FMD.LINE_TYPE       = 1 
            AND FFM.OWNER_ORGANIZATION_ID  = :PARAMETER.ORGANIZATION_ID 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_ID          = FMD.FORMULA_ID             
            AND GR.FORMULA_ID      = FFM.FORMULA_ID 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_STATUS = 700 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_CLASS NOT IN (21,22,23,26,60) 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_CLASS IS NOT NULL 
            GROUP BY FFM.FORMULA_ID,FFM.LAST_UPDATE_DATE 
 
HAVING      
     (FFM.LAST_UPDATE_DATE) = (SELECT MAX(FFM.LAST_UPDATE_DATE) 
            FROM  
            FM_FORM_MST FFM, 
            FM_MATL_DTL FMD, 
            GMD_RECIPES GR1 
            WHERE FMD.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID          = P_ITEMID 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_ID     != P_FORMULA_ID 
            AND FMD.LINE_TYPE        = 1 
            AND FFM.OWNER_ORGANIZATION_ID   = :PARAMETER.ORGANIZATION_ID 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_ID          = FMD.FORMULA_ID             
            AND GR1.FORMULA_ID     = FFM.FORMULA_ID 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_STATUS = 700 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_CLASS NOT IN (21,22,23,26,60) 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_CLASS IS NOT NULL); 

            RETURN V_INGFOR; 
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EXCEPTION WHEN NO_DATA_FOUND THEN 
    RETURN 0; 
    WHEN OTHERS THEN 
    RETURN 0; 
END INGREDIANT_FORMULA; 
PROCEDURE INSERT_LINES(P_FORMULAID NUMBER,P_QTY NUMBER,P_ITEMID NUMBER) IS 
CURSOR C1(P_FORMULA_ID NUMBER,P_QTY NUMBER,P_ITEMID NUMBER) IS  
      SELECT 

FMD.FORMULA_ID TOP_FORMULA_ID,FMD.FORMULA_ID,IIM.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID,0 A,0 
B,IIM.DESCRIPTION, 

            P_QTY SCALEQTY, 
            FMD.QTY FORMULA_QTY, 
            FMD.QTY STD_QTY,FMD.LINE_TYPE,FMD. 

DETAIL_UOM ITEM_UM,FMD.LINE_NO,ROWNUM,IIM.SEGMENT1 
    FROM 
            MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B IIM, 
            FM_MATL_DTL FMD 
    WHERE  IIM.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID    = FMD.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID 
            AND   IIM.ORGANIZATION_ID      = :PARAMETER.ORGANIZATION_ID 
            AND   IIM.ORGANIZATION_ID      = FMD.ORGANIZATION_ID 
            AND   FMD.FORMULA_ID                      = P_FORMULA_ID; 
             
            V_FORMULAID    NUMBER; 
            V_QTY        NUMBER; 
            V_FORMQTY    NUMBER; 
            V_INGFOR    NUMBER; 
            V_INGQTY    NUMBER; 
            V_ITEMID    NUMBER; 
            V_INGITEMID    NUMBER; 
            V_SEQNUM    NUMBER:=0; 
BEGIN 
                    
            V_FORMULAID  := P_FORMULAID; 
            V_QTY        := P_QTY; 
            V_ITEMID     := P_ITEMID; 
                  SELECT QTY INTO V_FORMQTY FROM FM_MATL_DTL WHERE FORMULA_ID = V_FORMULAID AND 
LINE_TYPE= 1 AND LINE_NO=1;           
          
            FOR I IN C1(V_FORMULAID,V_QTY,V_ITEMID) LOOP 
            EXIT WHEN C1%NOTFOUND; 
            INSERT INTO FM_IBOM_DTL  
            (TOP_FORMULA_ID, 
            FORMULA_ID, 
            INVENTORY_ITEM_ID, 
            EXPLODE_SEQ, 
            LEVEL_NUM, 
            LINE_DESC, 
            SCALE_QTY, 
            FORMULA_QTY, 
            STD_QTY, 
            LINE_TYPE, 
            I_QTY_UOM, 
            LINE_NO, 
            CREATED_BY, 
            CREATION_DATE, 
            LAST_UPDATED_BY, 
            LAST_UPDATE_DATE, 
            LAST_UPDATE_LOGIN ) 
            VALUES 
            ( 
            :ITEMS.FORMULA_ID, 
            I.FORMULA_ID, 
            I.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID, 
            :PARAMETER.SEQ_NUM||I.ROWNUM, 
            0, 
            I.DESCRIPTION, 
            ROUND((I.FORMULA_QTY/V_FORMQTY)*I.SCALEQTY,3), 
            I.FORMULA_QTY, 
            V_FORMQTY, 
            I.LINE_TYPE, 
            I.ITEM_UM, 
            I.LINE_NO, 
            :PARAMETER.USER_ID, 
            :PARAMETER.SYS_DATE,  
            :PARAMETER.USER_ID, 
            :PARAMETER.SYS_DATE, 
            :PARAMETER.LOGIN_ID); 
            END LOOP; 
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FOR J IN C1(V_FORMULAID,V_QTY,V_ITEMID) LOOP 
               EXIT WHEN C1%NOTFOUND; 
           IF J.LINE_TYPE = -1 AND SUBSTR(J.SEGMENT1,1,4) NOT LIKE 'C406' THEN 
                    V_INGFOR := INGREDIANT_FORMULA(J.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID,J.FORMULA_ID); 
                   
            IF NVL(V_INGFOR,0) != 0 THEN 
            :PARAMETER.SEQ_NUM := NVL(:PARAMETER.SEQ_NUM,0)+1; 
            SELECT  FMD.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID  
            INTO    V_INGITEMID 
            FROM    FM_FORM_MST FFM, 
                    FM_MATL_DTL FMD 
            WHERE   FMD.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID           = J.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID 
            AND     FMD.LINE_TYPE                   = 1 
            AND     FFM.OWNER_ORGANIZATION_ID       = :PARAMETER.ORGANIZATION_ID 
            AND     FFM.FORMULA_ID                  = FMD.FORMULA_ID 
            AND     FFM.FORMULA_ID                  = V_INGFOR; 
             V_INGQTY:= (J.FORMULA_QTY/V_FORMQTY)*J.SCALEQTY; 
            INSERT_LINES(V_INGFOR,V_INGQTY,V_INGITEMID); 
                                  
            END IF; 
            END IF; 
          END LOOP; 
            EXCEPTION WHEN NO_DATA_FOUND THEN 
                   NULL; 
                   WHEN OTHERS THEN 
                   NULL;                    
END INSERT_LINES; 
                   
PROCEDURE FORMULA_DETAILS(EVENT VARCHAR2) IS 
          CURSOR C1(P_FORMULA_ID NUMBER) IS  
          SELECT 
FMD.FORMULA_ID TOP_FORMULA_ID,FMD.FORMULA_ID,IIM.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID,0,0, 
IIM.DESCRIPTION,(:ITEMS.BATCH_QTY/FMD.QTY)*FMD.QTY SCALEQTY, 
FMD.QTY FORMULA_QTY,FMD.QTY STD_QTY,FMD.LINE_TYPE,FMD.DETAIL_UOM ITEM_UM,FMD.LINE_NO,ROWNUM 
FROM 
            MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B IIM, 
            FM_MATL_DTL FMD 
            WHERE IIM.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID = FMD.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID 
            AND   IIM.ORGANIZATION_ID = FMD.ORGANIZATION_ID 
            AND   IIM.ORGANIZATION_ID = :PARAMETER.ORGANIZATION_ID 
            AND   FMD.FORMULA_ID = P_FORMULA_ID; 
             
            CURSOR C2(P_ITEMID NUMBER)IS 

SELECT  FFM.FORMULA_ID,FMD.QTY  
            FROM  
            FM_FORM_MST FFM, 
            FM_MATL_DTL FMD 
            WHERE FMD.INVENTORY_ITEM_ID          = P_ITEMID 
            AND FMD.LINE_TYPE        = 1 
            AND FFM.OWNER_ORGANIZATION_ID           = :PARAMETER.ORGANIZATION_ID 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_ID          = FMD.FORMULA_ID 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_STATUS = 700 
            AND FFM.FORMULA_VERS      = 1;             
       
          V_SCALE_PERCENT       NUMBER := 0; 
          V_FORMULA_USE         NUMBER := 0; 
          V_EFFECTIVE_DATE      DATE   := SYSDATE; 
          V_FORMULA_QTY         NUMBER := 0; 
          V_BATCH_QTY           NUMBER := 0;         
          V_INTERACTIVE         NUMBER := 0;     
 
      BEGIN 
                   
          V_INTERACTIVE := NAME_IN('ITEMS.INTERACTIVE'); 
         
        IF (EVENT IN('KEY-NEXT-ITEM','WHEN-VALIDATE-RECORD') AND V_INTERACTIVE = 1 ) THEN 
         
           DELETE_RECORDS; 
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           SELECT QTY  
           INTO V_FORMULA_QTY 
           FROM FM_MATL_DTL WHERE FORMULA_ID=:ITEMS.FORMULA_ID AND LINE_TYPE= 1 AND INVENTORY_ITEM_ID 
= :ITEMS.ITEM_ID; 
           
             V_BATCH_QTY       := NAME_IN('items.batch_qty');         
             V_SCALE_PERCENT   := V_BATCH_QTY /V_FORMULA_QTY ; 
                
            INSERT INTO FM_IBOM_HDR  
            (TOP_FORMULA_ID, 
            ITEM_ID, 
            SCALE_PERCENT, 
            FORMULA_USE, 
            EFFECTIVITY_DATE, 
            FORMULA_QTY, 
            REPORT_QTY, 
            REPORT_UOM, 
            USE_INACTIVE_FLAG, 
            MAX_EXPLODE_LEVELS, 
            EXPLODED_BY, 
            EXPLODED_DATE, 
            CREATED_BY, 
            CREATION_DATE, 
            LAST_UPDATE_DATE, 
            LAST_UPDATE_LOGIN, 
            LAST_UPDATED_BY, 
            ORGANIZATION_ID) 
        VALUES (:ITEMS.FORMULA_ID, 
                  :ITEMS.ITEM_ID, 
                  V_SCALE_PERCENT,  
                  V_FORMULA_USE,  
                  V_EFFECTIVE_DATE, 
                  V_FORMULA_QTY, 
                  V_FORMULA_QTY *V_SCALE_PERCENT, 
                  :ITEMS.ITEM_UM, 
                  :ITEMS.INTERACTIVE, 
                  25,  
                 :PARAMETER.USER_ID, 
                 :PARAMETER.SYS_DATE,  
                 :PARAMETER.USER_ID, 
                 :PARAMETER.SYS_DATE, 
                 :PARAMETER.SYS_DATE, 
                 :PARAMETER.LOGIN_ID,  
                 :PARAMETER.USER_ID, 
                 :PARAMETER.ORGANIZATION_ID);    
         
INSERT_LINES(:ITEMS.FORMULA_ID,:ITEMS.BATCH_QTY,:ITEMS.ITEM_ID); 
END IF;   
     
    EXCEPTION WHEN NO_DATA_FOUND THEN 
        FND_MESSAGE.SET_STRING('No Data Found at Formula Details'); 
        FND_MESSAGE.SHOW; 
        WHEN OTHERS THEN 
        FND_MESSAGE.SET_STRING('Others at Formula Details'); 
        FND_MESSAGE.SHOW; 
     
END FORMULA_DETAILS;       
END BMMP_INTERACTIVE; 
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Background 

 
 

 

 

To take a look at x86 virtualization we have to go back to the 60's when IBM first introduced 

"Time sharing". Time sharing is basically sharing resources of expensive machines among several 

users, something we also call multi-tasking. Back then the machines were so expensive that it was 

necessary to come up with something creative. Fast forwarding 50 years we have come a full circle 

with the re-introduction of virtualization—only this time it has come to dominate the x86 servers. 

This was done, or should we say initiated, by VMware, which went on to create this huge 

ecosystem around it. Then Xen came, an Open Source project that began its subtle penetration 

into the ASP space and hosting providers, and which was later to be acquired by Citrix. Microsoft, 

not to be left behind in the process, carried on toacquire Connectrix, and after conducting several 

rebranding exercises on its hypervisor, later introduced Hyper-V. 

 

Oracle worked on Xen's Open Source technology and introduced its Xen-favored virtualization 

software as well. The list is quite exhaustive as the virtualization market has become rather huge. 

You might even say that in the drive to battle the oversubscription monster, the mushroom effect 

of all of the start-ups has created the over-subscription dilemma for themselves. 

 

The introduction of virtualization is definitely the most significant event in the history of IT. It can 

drive down the costs dramatically and provides several open and public platforms to general 

public in the form of "public clouds". VMware, Microsoft, and several other firms are constantly 

fighting for the "private cloud" space where the mother-of-all virtualization, IBM, is also fighting. 

There has been a huge data center build-up across the world where all IT firms are battling to 

spread their wings and go after the Cloud Computing space. 

 

Running today’s non-critical business applications in virtualized environments has shown to be 

efficient and cost saving. Oracle VM is the only software based virtualization solution that is fully 

supported and certified for Oracle products. 

 

Support Position for Oracle Products Running on VMware Virtualized Environments [ID 249212.1] 

Oracle has not certified any of its products on VMware virtualized environments. Oracle Support will 

assist customers running Oracle products on VMware in the following manner: Oracle will only 

provide support for issues that either are known to occur on the native OS, or can be demonstrated 

not to be as a result of running on VMware. 
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Let us understand virtualization components before getting into the main topic. 

 

What is Virtualization?  

Virtualization, in computing, is a term that refers to the various techniques, methods or 

approaches of creating a virtual (rather than actual) version of something, such as a virtual 

hardware platform, operating system (OS), storage device, or network resources. Virtualization 

technology emulates real — or physical — computing resources, such as desktop computers and 

servers, processors and memory, storage systems, networking, and individual applications.  

 

What is hypervisor?  

A hypervisor — also known as a virtual machine manager (VMM) — allows multiple ―guest‖ 

operating systems to run concurrently on a single physical host computer. 

 

Types of Hypervisors 

Two types of hypervisors are defined for server virtualization: Type 1 and Type 2.  

 

A Type 1 hypervisor, also known as a native or bare metal hypervisor, runs directly on the host 

computer’s hardware.  

A Type 2 hypervisor, also known as a hosted hypervisor, runs within an operating system 

environment (OSE). 

 

       Type 1 – Native (bare metal)        Type 2 – Hosted 

                          
 

Reasons for Virtualization: 

 Server Consolidation:  this is one of the top reasons for virtualizing your environment. To 

consolidate servers, you take multiple computer systems and collapse them into or 

consolidate them into one server. 

 Server provisioning: one of the primary advantages of using virtual machines is the ability 

to provision servers quickly and efficiently. A virtual environment allows to keep templates 

of various types of servers such as application servers and database servers and deploy 

and put them into production easily in matter of minutes to hours. 

 Functional Separation: Often application servers do not scale when additional resources 

such as CPUs or memory are added. In these cases using several smaller servers (two CPUs, 

2GB RAM) is better than using a larger server with many CPUs and lots of RAM. This 

especially true for JAVA, which does not scale very well with large amounts of memory and 

multiple CPUs. 

 Performance Improvements: Application servers often perform better as several servers 

rather than one large server. Therefore, virtualizing a large server into multiple smaller 

ones can often improve application server performance.  
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 Backup/Restore: Since virtual disks are very large in size, backups are fast, same way 

recovery also. Copying small files will take more time compare with one single file. 

 Hosting/ Cloud Computing: Most common uses of virtualized machines are for hosting 

environments. 

Server consolidation: A real-world example 

   

          =  

            

 

✓ Aggregate throughput performance would not change significantly for more workloads. 

In most cases, a single T5240 can replace six V880s. 

✓ Reduced space: 100 V880s require 50 data center racks, whereas 17 T5240s can fit in a 

single rack. 

✓ Approximately 660,000 BTUs of heat generation would be removed from the data center. 

✓ Approximately $200,000 would be saved in electricity costs per year (ignoring the cost 

of cooling). 

✓ Acquisition costs for the new systems would be completely offset by the OPEX savings 

achieved in the first year.  

 

 
Why Virtualized with Oracle? 

 

Today’s virtualization challenges: 

 Evolve beyond simple consolidation 

 Support comprehensive application environments that meet stringent high availability and 

scalability requirements 

 Integrate with the applications running in the virtual environment 

 Make the entire application stack easier to provision, deploy, manage, and support 

 Result in greater IT efficiency, agility, and flexibility 

Solution from Oracle: 

 

Oracle offers the most complete and integrated virtualization solutions 

portfolio that can virtualized and manage the full hardware and software 

stack. 

 

 

 
 

100 Sun Fire V880 systems  

running Oracle Solaris 8 

17 Sun SPARC Enterprise T5240s systems 

Running Oracle Solaris 10 
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When rapid software deployment is a key 

concern, organizations can use the pre-

installed and preconfigured software 

images available in Oracle VM Templates 

to shorten time to market, eliminate 

installation and configuration costs, and 

reduce ongoing maintenance and 

operational costs. 

 

 

  

 

Finally, Oracle Enterprise Manager integrates 

with all of Oracle’s virtualization offerings to 

provide end-to-end management in a holistic 

management framework that supports 

virtualization in traditional and cloud-based 

infrastructures. This capability provides IT staff 

with deep insight into their server, storage, and 

network infrastructure layers and enables them 

to manage thousands of systems in a scalable 

manner. 

 
Oracle VM Server for x86 

Oracle VM is an enterprise-class server virtualization solution comprised of Oracle VM Server for 

x86 and Oracle VM Manager. Oracle VM Server for x86 3.0 is the most scalable x86 server 

virtualization solution in the market today. It has been tested to handle mission-critical enterprise 

workloads with support for up to 160 physical CPUs and 2TB (terabytes) of memory. For virtual 

machines, Oracle VM 3.0 can support up to 128 virtual CPUs and 1TB of memory per guest VM. 

 

Oracle VM components  

 

Oracle VM Server 

A self-contained virtualization environment designed to provide a lightweight, secure, server-

based platform for running virtual machines. Oracle VM Server is based on open source 

technology (Xen hypervisor Oracle, and includes Oracle VM Agent to communicate with Oracle VM 

Manager for management of virtual machines. Oracle VM Server is installed on bare metal server 

hardware. 

 

Oracle VM Manager 

Provides the web based user interface to manage Server Pools, Oracle VM Servers, virtual 

machines, and resources. Oracle VM Manager not only provides life cycle management of virtual 

machines such guest VMs, but also performs advanced functionality to load balance across 

resource pools and automatically reduce or eliminate outages associated with server downtime. 

 

Oracle VM Agent  

The Oracle VM Agent is installed with Oracle VM Server. It communicates with Oracle VM  

Manager to manage virtual machines 

 

dom0  

This is an abbreviation for domain zero, which is the management domain with privileged access.  

 

domU  

Each domU (dom1, dom2) is an unprivileged Oracle VM domain with no direct access to the 
hardware or device drivers.  
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Oracle VM Templates 

 

Oracle VM Templates provide the ability to rapidly and easily deploy a single pre-built, pre-

configured, preoptimized, and pre-patched guest virtual machine (or multiple machines 

depending on the application). 

 

The guest VM can contain a complete Oracle software solution along with the operating system 

and related software infrastructure. These guest VMs, called Oracle VM Templates are available 

from Oracle’s E-Delivery website (edelivery.oracle.com) and are ready to download and deploy. 

Already configured for production use, Oracle VM Templates can save IT staff days or weeks 

learning to install and configure a sophisticated product such as Oracle EBS or Oracle Enterprise 

Manager Grid Control. Instead, users can simply download and start the VM to begin using it right 

away. 

 

Within these Templates, Oracle software is automatically configured in the same manner as if the 

software had been installed and patched manually. The exact same directories and Oracle 

―homes‖ are used, and the package and patch inventories are completely standard and up-to-date 

so that no changes to operational procedures are required to maintain the instances over time. 

Accordingly, Oracle VM Templates can also be fully customized post-install and then re-saved as 

―golden image‖ templates in Oracle VM. Such templates can serve as a user’s enterprise 
deployment standard to minimize risks and variation across multiple instance deployments. 
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Certification of Oracle E-Business Suite on Oracle VM 

 

 Oracle Applications 11.5.10 CU2 or later with 11i.ATG_PF.H.RUP5 (Patch 5473858) or later 

for Linux x86 

 Oracle E-Business Suite 12.0.2 (RUP2) or later (including 12.1) for Linux x86 

 Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.0.4 or later (including 12.1) is certified with 64-bit 

Oracle Linux 5 and 64-bit Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 5 on x86-64 with Oracle VM. 

 Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.0.3 (RUP3) or later (including 12.1) is certified with 64-

bit Oracle Linux 4 and 64-bit Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 4 on x86-64 with Oracle VM. 

 Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 (12.0.4 or higher and 12.1.1 or higher) is certified on 

Windows Server 2003 (32-bit) running as a guest on Oracle VM using Windows PV driver 

version 1.0.8 or higher. 

 Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 (12.1.1 or higher) application tier on Windows Server 

2008 R2 running as a guest on Oracle VM 

 For more information please refer to My Oracle Support Note 465915.1 

What is required for deployment? 

Refer to the readme that comes with the E-Business Suite OVM templates for the required disk, 

memory, CPU.  

 

For example, the minimum hardware requirements for hosting E-Business Suite 12.1.1 Vision 

templates on the Oracle VM Server are:  

 

Oracle E-Business Suite DB Tier Template  

- 250 GB of disk space  

- 2 GB of RAM  

- 1 virtual CPU  

 

Oracle E-Business Suite Apps Tier Template  

- 50 GB of disk space  

- 1 GB of RAM  

- 1 virtual CPU 

 

You will also need to plan for disk space for downloading and staging the templates. For 12.1.1 

Vision templates, it totals ~340GB: 44 GB for the downloaded zipped files, and 300 GB for the 

unzipped templates. You might wish to stage the unzipped templates straight into the OVM 

server's stage area called the Seed Pool (the /OVS/seed_pool directory on an Oracle VM Server). 

Otherwise you can stage the templates on a file/web server, and have OVM later import them 

from there. 

 

Where to download the Oracle VM templates for Oracle EBS? 

Visit http://edelivery.oracle.com/oraclevm 

 

Complete your registration information (Name, Company Name, Email Address and Country) and 

click on the download agreement  

 

Select "Oracle VM Templates" from the "Select a Product Pack" pull-down menu  

Select "x86 64 bit" or "x86 32 bit" from the "Platform" pull-down menu  

Click "Go" and then select Oracle E-Business Suite from the list of Oracle VM Templates  
Download and unzip the files and read the readme 
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PART -2 will be continued in next issue of AppsGITA. Where I will show you step by 
step method to deploy the Oracle EBS using Oracle VM templates 
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Disclaimer 

This views/content in this document are those of the presenter and do not necessarily 

reflect that of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates/subsidiaries. The material in this 

document is for informational purposes only and is published with no guarantee or 
warranty, express or implied. 
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